Abstract. This paper introduces an approach to address the problem of accessing conventional and geographic data from the Deep Web. The approach relies on describing the relevant data through well-structured sentences, and on publishing the sentences as Web pages, following the W3C and the Google recommendations. For conventional data, the sentences are generated with the help of database views. For vector data, the topological relationships between the objects represented are first generated, and then sentences are synthesized to describe the objects and their topological relationships. Lastly, for raster data, the geographic objects overlapping the bounding box of the data are first identified with the help of a gazetteer, and then sentences describing such objects are synthesized. The Web pages thus generated are easily indexed by traditional search engines, but they also facilitated the task of more sophisticated engines that support semantic search based on natural language features.
Introduction
Unlike the Surface Web of static pages, the Deep Web [1] comprises data stored in databases, dynamic pages, scripted pages and multimedia data, among other types of objects. Estimates suggest that the size of the Deep Web greatly exceeds that of the Surface Web -with nearly 92,000 terabytes of data on the Deep Web versus only 167 terabytes on the Surface Web, as of 2003. In particular, Deep Web databases are typically under-represented in search engines due to the technical challenges of locating, accessing, and indexing the databases. Indeed, since Deep Web data is not available as static Web pages, traditional search engines cannot discover data stored in the databases through the traversal of hyperlinks, but rather they have to interact with (potentially) complex query interfaces.
Two basic approaches to access Deep Web data have been proposed. The first approach, called surfacing, or Deep Web Crawl [16] , tries to automatically fill HTML forms to query the databases. Queries are executed offline and the results are translated to static Web pages, which are then indexed [15] . The second approach, called 2 The W-Ray approach for conventional databases
Motivation and overview of the approach
The W-Ray approach to publishing conventional data as Web pages proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, the designer manually defines a set of database views that capture which data should be published, and specifies templates that indicate how sentences should be generated. The second stage is automatic and consists of materializing the views, translating the materialized data to natural language sentences, with the help of the templates, and publishing the sentences as static Web pages.
Note that metadata, typically associated with geographic data, can be likewise processed.
As an alternative to synthesizing natural language sentences, one might simply format the materialized view data as HTML tables. However, this is not a reasonable strategy for at least two reasons. First, some search mechanisms consider tables as visual objects. Second, tables may be difficult to read, even for the typical user, or at all impossible, for the visually impaired users.
Indeed, the third principle of the W3C recommendation [3] indicates that "Information and the operation of user interface must be understandable.", and item 4 of the Google Web page optimization guidelines [9] recommends that "(Web page) content should be: easy-to-read; organized around the topic; use relevant language; be fresh and unique; be primarily created for users, not search engines". This recommendation reflects the fact that Web crawlers may interpret words randomly or repeatedly distributed in a Web page as an attempt to manipulate page rank, and thereby reject indexing the page.
Finally, we observe that some of the W3C specific recommendations for the visually impaired user in fact coincide with Google's orientations. Comparing the two, it is clear that the difficulties faced by the visually impaired user are akin to those a search engine suffers during the data collection step. As an example, both Google and W3C recommend using the attribute "alt" to describe the content of an image. Naturally, the content of an image is opaque to both a visually impaired user and a search engine, but an alternate text describing the image can be indexed by a search engine and read (by a screen reader) to the visually impaired user. In general, many W-Ray strategies defined to address the limitations of search engines also apply to the design of a database interface for the visually impaired user.
Guidelines for view design
The designer should first select which data should be published with the help of database views. We offer the following simple guidelines that the designer should follow:
 Attributes whose values have no semantics outside the database should not be directly published.  Artificially generated primary keys, foreign keys that refer to such primary keys, attributes with domains that encode classifications or similar artifacts, if selected for publication, should have their internal values replaced by their respective external definitions. For example, a classification code should be replaced by the corresponding classification term.  Attributes that contain private data should not be published.  Views should not contain too many attributes; only those attributes that are relevant to help locate the objects and their relationships should be selected.
Translating the materialized data to natural language sentences
The heart of the W-Ray approach lies in the translation of materialized view data to natural language sentences. Fuchs et al. [8] propose a single language for machine and human users, basically by translating English sentences to first-order logic. Others propose to translate RDF triples to natural language sentences [7, 13] , simply by concatenating the triples. Tools to translate conventional data to RDF triples have also been developed [2, 6] , which typically map database entities to classes, attributes to datatype properties, and relationships to object properties. The proposals introduced in [7, 13] do not consider sequences of RDF triples, though, which we require to compose simple sentences into more complex syntactical constructions. Therefore, we combine the strategies to synthesize sentences described in [13] with the mapping of conventional data to RDF triples introduced in [2] .
The translation of materialized view data to natural language sentences involves two tasks: choice of an appropriate external vocabulary; and definition of templates to guide the synthesis of the sentences.
First observe that the database schema names, including view names, are typically inappropriate to be externalized to the database users. This implies that the designer must first define an external vocabulary, that is, a set of terms that will be used to communicate materialized view data to the users. The designer should obey the following generic guideline:
 The external vocabulary should preferably be a subset of a controlled vocabulary covering the application domain in question, or of a generic vocabulary, such as that of an upper-level ontology or Wordnet.
If followed, this guideline permits defining hyperlinks from the terms of the external vocabulary to the terms of the controlled vocabulary. A similar strategy to synthesize sentences is discussed in [11] . An extension to Wordnet is also proposed in [23] to treat concepts corresponding to compound nouns.
After selecting the external vocabulary, the designer must define templates that will guide the synthesis of the sentences. We offer three alternatives: free template definition; default template definition; and modifiable default template definition. The first alternative leaves template definition in the hands of the designer and, thus, may lead to sentences with arbitrary structure. In the default template alternative, the designer first creates an entity-relationship model that is a high-level description of the views, and then uses a tool that generates default templates based on the ER model and synthesizes sentences with a regular syntactical structure. The last alternative is a variation of the second and allows the designer to alter the default templates.
For the free template definition alternative, we offer the following guidelines:
 A template must use the external vocabulary and other common syntactical elements (articles, conjunctions, etc.) [19] , as well as punctuation marks.  A template should generate a sentence that characterizes an entity through its properties and relationships.  The subject of the sentence should have a variable associated with an identifying attribute of the view.  The predicate of the sentence should have variables associated with other view attributes that further describe the entity, or that relate the entity to other entities.
The use of free templates is illustrated in what follows, using a relational view of the SIDRA database, which the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) publishes on the Web with the help of HTML forms. The full details can be found in [22] .
We start by defining views over the SIDRA database. To save space, Table 1 shows just the "political_division" view: the first column indicates the view name, the second column indicates the attribute names of the view, the third column describes the attributes, and the fourth column associates a variable with each attribute.
We then define a template to publish the "political division" view data: U is a "L" that has a total of V M for the year Y and aggregate variable A.
Next, the view is materialized. Each line of the resulting table is transformed into a sentence, using the template. The following sentence illustrates the result:
Roraima is a unit of the federation that has a total of 395.725 people for the year 2007 and aggregate variable "resident population".
Note that: the underlined words are the subject of the sentence; the predicate "is a unit of the federation" qualifies the subject; the words in boldface are view data that play the role of predicatives of the subject, together with the fragments in italics.
We now repeat the example using the default templates alternative. Recall that, in this alternative, the designer starts by creating an ER model of the views. In our running example, the ER model would be: entity(political_division,name). attribute(political_division,level). attribute(political_division,aggreg_var). attribute(political_division,aggreg_var_value). attribute(political_division,unit_measure). attribute(political_division,year).
Using the variables defined in Table 1 , the tool generates default templates such as:
'There is a political division with name P' 'The level of P is L'
Using default templates, the tool then synthesizes sentences such as (data in boldface):
'There is a political division with name Roraima'. 'The level of Roraima is unit of the federation'.
Finally, the modifiable default template alternative allows the designer to alter the default templates. Examples of template redefinitions are (where the variables in boldface italics in the new template have to occur in the default template):
Default template: 'There is a political division with name P' New template: 'P' Default template: 'The level of P is L' New template: 'is a L' The designer is also allowed to compose the modified templates as in the example:
facts((political_division(P),level(P,L)).
Using modified templates, the tool synthesizes sentences such as (data in boldface):
'Roraima is a unit of the federation' 
Guidelines for publishing the sentences as static Web pages
As mentioned before, W-Ray follows the W3C recommendation [3] , as well as the Google Web page optimization guidelines [9] . Briefly, the most relevant criteria that W-Ray adopts to publish Web pages are:
 Create hyperlinks between the published data and metadata (W3C Recomm. 3).  Create hyperlinks between the published data to improve data exploration via navigation (W3C Recomm. In the example of Section 2.3, the subject of the sentence -Roraima -would be hyperlinked to a Web Page with further information about the State of Roraima. Briefly, the URLs would be generated upfront by concatenating a base URI with the primary key of the data (see [22] for the details).
W-Ray for geographical data in vector format
We first observe that a number of tools [17] offer facilities to convert geographic data in vector format to dynamic Web pages. However, such Web pages are typically not indexed by search engines. We also observe that geographic data in vector format is not opaque, as raster images are, since the data is often associated with conventional data and, in fact, with the (geographic) objects stored in the database. A solution to make vector data visible to the search engines would therefore be to publish the conventional data associated with them, as discussed in Section 2. This strategy would however totally ignore the geographic information that the vector data capture.
In the W-ray strategy, we explore how to translate the relevant geographic information again as natural language sentences. On a first approximation, the strategy is the same as for conventional data: define a set of database views that capture which data should be published; materialize the views; translate the materialized data to natural language sentences; and publish the sentences as static Web pages.
More specifically, suppose that the vector data is organized by layers. Then, when defining a view, the designer essentially has to decide:
 Which layers will be combined in the view. For example, the view might combine the political division, populated places and waterways layers;  For each layer included in the view, which objects will be retained in the view. For example, one might discard all populated places below a certain population;  For each layer included in the view, which attributes will be retained in the view;  When the view combines several layers, o Which is the priority between the layers. For examples, the populated places layer may have priority over the political division and the waterways layers;
o Which topological relationships between the objects of different layers should be materialized. For example, for each populated place (of the highest priority layer), one might decide to materialize which navigable waterways (of the lowest priority layer) are within a buffer of 100km centered in the populated place. o In which topological order the objects will be described. For example, populated places might be listed from north to south and from west to east.
As for conventional data, the designer should select the external names preferably from a controlled vocabulary such as the ISO19115 Topic Categories [12] .
For example, consider a view consisting of three layers -the political division, the populated places and the waterways of Brazil -filtered as follows:  political division: keep only the states, with their name, abbreviated name, area and population, located in the north region  populated places: retain only the county and state capitals, with their name, political status, area and population, located in the states in the north region  waterways: keep only the name, navigability and flow Furthermore, assume that the topological relationship between populated places and political division is "is located in" and that between waterways and political division is "cross'. Assume that populated places have priority and that they are listed from north to south and from west to east.
Examples of sentences would be (using the same conventions as in Section 2. Amazonas is a waterway that crosses the unit of federation Amazonas and the unit of federation Pará, with flow permanent and navigability navigable.
The subject of each sentence (underlined words) would also have a hyperlink to a dynamic Web page with the full information about the state or the city, generated by executing a query over the underlying database.
Using default templates, the running example would be restated as follows:
 Declaration of the entity-relationship model: facts((political_division(P),crosses(R,P), flow(R,S),navigability(R,V))).
 Sentences generated using the new templates (with data in boldface):
'The State of Amazonas is crossed by Amazon River which is permanent and navigable' 'The State of Pará is crossed by Amazon River which is permanent and navigable'
W-Ray for raster data
Following the idea introduced in Leme et al. [14] , the W-Ray strategy describes raster data by publishing sentences that capture the metadata describing how the raster data was acquired, and the geographic objects contained within its bounding box. The geographic objects might be obtained, for example, from a gazetteer, such as the ADL gazetteer [10] , which includes a useful Feature Type Thesaurus (FTT) for classifying geographic features. As for vector data, the designer should define views, this time based on the classification of the geographic objects.
As a concrete example, consider the image fragment of the City of Rio de Janeiro, taken out of the Web site "Brazil seen from Space", and assume that:
 the metadata of the image indeed indicates the coordinates of its bounding box  the geographic objects and their classifications are taken from the ADL Gazetteer  the designer decides to associate images with geographic objects classified as "hydrographic feature", a topic category of FTT, whose centroid is contained in the bounding box of the image The raster image would then be processed as follows: 1. The georeferencing parameters are extracted from the image. In this case, the image fragment is consistent with The image of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, contains the lake "Rodrigo de Freitas" and the streams "Comprido" and "Maracanã".
where the underlined words form the subject of the sentence, the words in boldface italics were extracted from the ADL FTT, and those in boldface denote geographic objects in the ADL Gazetteer whose centroids are contained in the bounding box of the image.
Conclusions
This paper outlined an approach to overcome the problem of accessing conventional and geographic data from the Deep Web. The approach relies on describing the data through natural language sentences, published as Web pages. The Web pages thus generated are easily indexed by traditional search engines, but they also facilitated the task of engines that support semantic search based on natural language features. The details of the approach can be found in [22] .
Further work is planned to assess which of the three alternatives for generating templates, if any, leads to better recall. The experiments will use massive amounts of data from geographic databases organized by IBGE, as well as a large multimedia database.
Lastly, we remark that the approach can be easily modified to generate RDF triples, instead of natural language sentences, and to cope with multimedia data. In a broader perspective, it can also be used to describe conventional, geographic and multimedia data to the visually impaired users. The challenges here lie in structuring the sentences in such a way to avoid cognitive overload.
